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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 12-0293 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF  3 

DAVID A. HEINTZ 4 

Submitted on Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

A. Witness Identification 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. AMy name is David A. Heintz.  My business address is 293 Boston Post Road, Suite 500, 10 

Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 12 

A. I am a Vice President with Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. (Concentric). 13 

Q. Please describe Concentric. 14 

A. Concentric is a management consulting and economic advisory firm focused on the North 15 

American energy and water industries.  Concentric specializes in regulatory and litigation 16 

support, transaction-related financial advisory services, energy market strategies, market 17 

assessments, energy commodity contracting and procurement, economic feasibility studies, and 18 

capital market analyses and negotiations. 19 
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Q. What are your responsibilities as Vice President? 20 

A. As Vice President, my responsibilities include assisting clients in identifying and 21 

addressing business issues.  My primary areas of focus have been regulatory-, financial- and 22 

operational-related issues. 23 

Q. Please describe your education background and relevant experience. 24 

A. See a summary of my education and experience as set forth in Ameren Exhibit 13.1. 25 

Q. Have you testified before regulatory authorities in the past? 26 

A. Yes.  I have previously testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission (Commission) 27 

as well as the Arkansas Public Service Commission, the Connecticut Department of Public 28 

Utility Control, the Georgia Public Service Commission, the Massachusetts Department of 29 

Public Utilities, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, the New York State Public Service 30 

Commission, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, the Rhode Island Public Utilities 31 

Commission and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 32 

Q. On behalf of which party are you presenting this rebuttal testimony? 33 

A. I am sponsoring this testimony on behalf of the electric business of Ameren Illinois 34 

Company (AIC or the Company). 35 

B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 36 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 37 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the direct testimony of Illinois 38 

Commerce Commission Staff (Staff) witness Mr. Daniel G. Kahle, and the Illinois Attorney 39 

General and the AARP (AG/AARP) joint witness, Mr. Michael L. Brosch.  40 
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Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits? 41 

A. Yes.  In addition to this rebuttal testimony, I am sponsoring Ameren Exhibits 13.1 and 42 

13.2. 43 

II. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, MR. KAHLE 44 

Q. Have you reviewed the direct testimony of Mr. Kahle (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0) in this 45 

proceeding as it relates to the Company’s CWC requirements? 46 

A. Yes, I have. 47 

Q. Are there any of Mr. Kahle's proposed adjustments that the Company accepts? 48 

A. In part.  Mr. Kahle adjusts the Base Payroll and Withholding lead days to 13.12 days to 49 

reflect the change in the year over year level of vacation accrual.  This adjustment is the same as 50 

that proposed by the Company in my rebuttal testimony in Docket No. 12-0001 and was based 51 

on the change in the level of vacation accrual between the test year and the prior year.  In this 52 

proceeding, the Company proposes to use the same methodology and update for 2011 data.  This 53 

results in an expense lead of 11.84 days for Base Payroll and Withholdings.   54 

Q. What adjustments does Mr. Kahle recommend regarding the Company’s CWC 55 

requirements? 56 

A. Mr. Kahle recommends that the revenue lag period associated with pass-through taxes, 57 

specifically the Energy Assistance Charges (EAC) and Municipal Utility Taxes (MUT) included 58 

in the Company’s CWC determination be set to zero days. 59 
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Q. What is your understanding of the bases for Mr. Kahle’s proposal to use zero lag 60 

days for the EAC and the MUT? 61 

A. Mr. Kahle asserts: 62 

…there is no lag between a delivery of utility service and the receipt of cash 63 
for these pass-through taxes. Pass-through taxes are not part of utility 64 
operations and therefore not operating revenue and cannot have a revenue 65 
lag.  Further, both statute and ordinance require Ameren to remit these pass-66 
through taxes after they have been collected from customers. 67 

(ICC Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 5, ll 98 – 101).   68 

Mr. Kahle also contends that his proposal is consistent with the Commission’s Order in 69 

the Company’s most recently completed electric rate case, Docket Nos. 09-0306, et al. (Cons.) 70 

Q. Has Mr. Kahle performed an analysis considering the timing differences associated 71 

with the collection and remittance of the pass-through taxes? 72 

A. No.  Mr. Kahle relies on his interpretation of the EAC statute to reach the conclusion that 73 

the Company is required to remit the pass-through taxes after they have been collected from 74 

customers.  (See Response to Data Request AIC-Staff 7.08)  He has performed no analysis as to 75 

the timing of the Company’s cash receipts and remittances.   76 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustment? 77 

A. No, I do not.  Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustment rests on (1) his claim that pass-through 78 

taxes are not part of operating revenue and therefore cannot have a revenue lag, and (2) his 79 

interpretation of when the payments are statutorily due.   80 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Kahle’s assertions? 81 

A. There are effectively three different arguments contained within Mr. Kahle’s assertions.  I 82 

will address each of his assertions separately. 83 
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Q. Mr. Kahle asserts that there is no lag between a delivery of utility service and the 84 

receipt of cash for these pass-through taxes.  How do you respond to Mr. Kahle’s first 85 

claim? 86 

A. The purpose of a lead-lag study is twofold.  First, a lead-lag study measures when a 87 

company collects the funds from its customers associated with the services provided by the 88 

company to its customers.  Second, the study measures when a company remits payment for the 89 

services it receives from its vendors.  Comparing the dates on which funds are received versus 90 

when funds are remitted produces the net days that a company has access to funds after receipt 91 

and prior to payment or it remits funds in advance of receipt.  It is, therefore, irrelevant whether 92 

or not there is lag between the delivery of utility service and the receipt of cash.  The intent is 93 

simply to measure how long the Company has access to the funds. 94 

Q. Based upon the lead-lag study that you prepared, how long does the Company have 95 

access to the funds associated with the pass-through taxes prior to remit such funds to the 96 

appropriate taxing authority? 97 

A. The Company has access to the funds associated with the pass-through taxes for four 98 

days prior to remitting the funds to the appropriate taxing authority. 99 

Q. Under Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustment, when and how does the Company collect 100 

funds associated with pass-through taxes? 101 

A. Mr. Kahle does not discuss how the amounts related to pass-through taxes are collected 102 

by the Company.  Under the logic of his adjustment, they would just appear in the Company’s 103 

bank account. 104 
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Q. How does the Company collect the funds associated with pass-through taxes? 105 

A. The funds are collected in the same manner as all other revenues, via the customers’ 106 

payment of the monthly utility bill.  There is no other customer payment vehicle associated with 107 

the pass-through taxes that separate from the monthly utility bill.  Mr. Kahle acknowledged this 108 

fact in response to Data Request AIC-Staff 8.01 in Docket No. 12-0001, which is attached as 109 

Exhibit 13.1, and during cross-examination in that docket (transcript p. 206, line 4-16).   110 

Q. Mr. Kahle’s second argument is that “Pass-through taxes are not part of utility 111 

operations and therefore not operating revenue and cannot have a revenue lag.”  How do 112 

you respond? 113 

A. If there is no revenue lag, as suggested by Mr. Kahle, there can be no CWC requirement 114 

associated with the pass-through taxes.  To measure the CWC requirement, the dates on which 115 

the funds are received and remitted must both be known.  Absent those two dates, there can be 116 

no CWC requirement and both the revenue lag and expense lead would have to be set to zero 117 

days and there would be no CWC requirement for the pass-through taxes.  While the Company is 118 

agreeable to such a position, this change would actually increase the overall CWC requirement 119 

for the Company.  120 

Q. Despite Mr. Kahle’s position, are the amounts associated with pass-through taxes 121 

booked as part of operating revenues on the financial records of the Company? 122 

A. Yes, amounts related to pass-through taxes are booked as operating revenue but are 123 

removed via a revenue allocation adjustment when a rate case is filed. 124 
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Q. Does Mr. Kahle propose an adjustment to the Company’s calculated expense lead 125 

days for pass-through taxes? 126 

A. No.  While he proposes a revenue lag of zero days, Mr. Kahle accepted AIC’s expense 127 

lead days for the EAC and MUT which reflect the actual dates on which AIC remitted the funds 128 

to the taxing authorities. (Response to Data Request ACI-Staff 7.10) 129 

Q. Does Mr. Kahle's reasoning provide a basis for a zero day revenue lag for the MUT? 130 

A. No. The “statute and ordinance” in question pertains only to the EAC, not the MUT.  Mr. 131 

Kahle provides no support for his proposed adjustment to the revenue lag of the MUT. 132 

Q. Has this issue been addressed by the Commission before? 133 

A. Yes. This issue has already been addressed by the Commission in Docket No. 11-0282.  134 

In that proceeding, beginning at page 13 of the Final Order, the Commission stated: 135 

There is a single issue with respect to the cash working capital (“CWC”) 136 
methodology, relating to the lag days associated with Energy Assistance 137 
Charges (“EAC”) that AIC collects from its customers and remits to the State 138 
of Illinois. AIC and Staff agree that the EAC funds are, on average, available 139 
to AIC on the 16th day of each month. AIC remits the EAC funds as of the 140 
20th day of each month, and thus calculates that the funds are available to 141 
AIC for four days. Staff notes that the enabling legislation requires funds to be 142 
remitted by the 20th day of the following month (See 305 ILCS 20/13(f)), and 143 
thus calculates that AIC has the use of the funds for up to 35 days. 144 

The question is whether the additional month that AIC could hold the funds 145 
should be imputed for CWC purposes. If AIC were to change its practices, it 146 
would mean that it would effectively remit no EAC charges to the State for 147 
one month. Hence, at the test year level of EAC charges, in the first year of 148 
the change, AIC would remit about $2.3 million less to the State than it would 149 
under its current practices. AIC states that this could impact the 150 
comprehensive low income energy programs administered by the Illinois 151 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity with these funds. AIC 152 
requests that, in calculating the CWC requirement, the Commission recognize 153 
AIC's past method of remitting this pass-through tax and avoid any negative 154 
impacts on the State, low-income customers, and AIC. Staff, on the hand, 155 
contends that ratepayers should not bear the cost of AIC’s unnecessary early 156 
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payment and urges the Commission to base the CWC calculation on AIC's 157 
access to these funds and not the date AIC chooses to remit them. 158 

The Commission understands Staff's position but is not inclined to adopt it. 159 
Given the circumstances surrounding the EAC, the Commission does not 160 
believe that the adjustment sought by Staff is warranted. The Commission will 161 
revisit this issue, however, if AIC alters its EAC remittance schedule. 162 

The issue was also addressed by the Commission in Docket 07-0585 (Cons.), the Company’s 163 

2007 electric and gas consolidated rate proceedings. There, Staff proposed the same zero-day 164 

revenue lag for pass-through taxes. And there, as in Docket No. 11-0282, the Commission 165 

rejected that position: 166 

With respect to pass-through taxes, Staff proposes to apply zero revenue lag 167 
days arguing: that pass-through taxes are not revenue; that AIU provides no 168 
service and did nothing to earn pass-through taxes; and investors have 169 
provided no investment related to the collection of pass-through taxes. AIU 170 
believes pass-through taxes should be reflected in the CWC analysis due to 171 
the slight timing difference between AIU's receipt of payment and the 172 
remittance of tax revenue. 173 

The Commission reviewed the arguments and, in the context of a CWC 174 
requirement, is unable to discern a meaningful difference between 175 
passthrough taxes and most other expenses. Customers pay their bills, 176 
including pass-through taxes, providing AIU with cash. AIU makes cash 177 
payments, including pass-through taxes, to those entities that have a rightful 178 
claim. Again, in the context of CWC requirement, pass-through taxes are no 179 
different than State or Federal income taxes or employee payroll expense. The 180 
Commission therefore concludes that Staff‘s proposed adjustment to the CWC 181 
requirement associated with pass- through taxes is inappropriate and is hereby 182 
rejected. 183 

Ameren Illinois Co., Order, Docket 07-0585 (Cons.) (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 62 184 
(emphasis added). 185 

Q. Does Mr. Kahle acknowledge the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 11-0282 and its 186 

treatment of the pass-through taxes? 187 

A. No, Mr. Kahle does not even discuss Docket No. 11-0282, let alone acknowledge that 188 

there was a Commission Order rejecting the exact adjustment he is proposing in this proceeding.  189 
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Q. Does the fact that the above recitation is from the Commission’s order in a gas 190 

proceeding negate its applicability to AIC’s electric business? 191 

A. No.  The facts at issue are exactly the same.  The taxes in question are billed, collected, 192 

and remitted to the taxing authorities in exactly the same manner for AIC’s gas and electric 193 

businesses.  194 

Q. Has the Company altered its EAC remittance schedule since the Commission’s 195 

decision in Docket No. 11-0282? 196 

A. No.  Subsequent to the Docket No. 11-0282 filing, the Company contacted the Illinois 197 

Department of Revenue (IDOR) to inquire as to what would be required to change the remittance 198 

schedule.  IDOR said that the Company would not be allowed to file a zero return because it 199 

would create hardship for Illinois.  IDOR said the Company could file reduced amounts for a 200 

three month period of the Department’s choice.  Such a change in payment schedule would 201 

require approximately 60-90 days computer programming, and associated costs, to accommodate 202 

this change.  As a result, the Company elected not to change the payment schedule. 203 

III. RESPONSE TO AG/AARP WITNESS, MR. BROSCH 204 

Q. Have you reviewed the direct testimony of Mr. Brosch (AG/AARP Ex. 1.0) in this 205 

proceeding as it relates to the determination of the Company’s CWC requirement? 206 

A. Yes, I have.  Rather than filing new testimony, Mr. Brosch has included a copy of his 207 

direct testimony in Docket No. 12-001 as Exhibit AG/AARP 1.5 explaining that the rationale for 208 

his adjustments remains the same as in that docket.   209 
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Q. What is your understanding of Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustments to the 210 

Company’s lead-lag study? 211 

A. Mr. Brosch proposes to: (1) revise the calculation of revenue collection lag to include a 212 

“grace period” adjustment; (2) assign a zero revenue lag to pass-through taxes; and, (3) remove 213 

the lag days for income tax expenses. 214 

Q. Are there any of Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustments that the Company accepts? 215 

A. Yes.  The Company agrees to the proposed adjustment to change the expense lead 216 

associated with pension expense.  Adding pensions to the expense lead calculation for employee 217 

benefits increases the expense lead from 12.69 days to 15.97 days.  AIC notes that Mr. Kahle 218 

proposed the same adjustment. 219 

Q. What collection lag does Mr. Brosch suggest be employed? 220 

A. Mr. Brosch recommends a collection lag of 22.04 days in place of the Company’s 221 

collection lag of 30.67 days. 222 

Q. Does Mr. Brosch take exception to the Company’s use of an aged accounts 223 

receivables methodology to calculate the collection lag? 224 

A. Yes, he does.  That said, his own proposed collection lag relies upon the aged receivables 225 

analysis with an adjustment. 226 

Q. Has the Commission recently ruled on the reasonableness of using aged receivables 227 

to calculate the collection lag? 228 

A. Yes.  In its Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 at pp. 41-42, the Commission found that 229 

“[ComEd]’s method of calculating payment lag is consistent with Commission practice.  ComEd 230 

used a midpoints methodology that is reasonable and that this Commission approved in Docket 231 
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10-0467, among other dockets.  If the Commission is to deviate from previously adopted 232 

methodology, it needs a compelling reason to do so. The record in this docket does not support 233 

deviating from previous decisions on this issue.” 234 

Q.  To arrive at his proposed collection lag, does Mr. Brosch modify the Company’s 235 

midpoints used in the aged accounts receivables analysis? 236 

A. Yes.  Mr. Brosch criticizes AIC’s use of the midpoint remittance assumptions it applied 237 

to that data as “arbitrary” and “flawed.”  (AG/AARP Ex. 1.5, p. 23, ll. 528, 534.)  He then points 238 

to ComEd’s application of certain “grace period” assumptions in its CWC determination in 239 

Docket No. 11-0721, which he contends represented the utility’s “effort to introduce 240 

conservatism into the otherwise unsupportable midpoint assumptions that were applied to aged 241 

accounts receivables” and which produced a “more credible” result.  (Id., pp. 24-25, ll. 557-58, 242 

566.)  Mr. Brosch faults AIC for not incorporating those grace period assumptions into its 243 

calculations.  For these reasons, he believes AIC’s methodology has resulted in an overstated 244 

collection lag.  Correcting for these alleged criticisms, he calculates a revised collection lag of 245 

22.04 days. 246 

Q. What is your reaction to Mr. Brosch’s proposed use of grace periods? 247 

A. I find Mr. Brosch’s position rather disingenuous.  On the one hand he criticizes the 248 

Company’s analysis because of its “unsubstantiated assumptions1”, and “assumed, rather than 249 

proven, dates when customers, on average, actually remit payments of their utility bills2” and 250 

then on the other, without any justification, he superimposes an adjustment proposed by another 251 

company in another docket to AIC’s aged receivables.  Mr. Brosch has provided no evidence that 252 

                                                           
1 AG/AARP Ex-1.0, p. 23, line 521 
2 Id, p. 22, lines 495-496. 
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the adjustment proposed by ComEd has any applicability to AIC or its customers’ payment 253 

patterns. 254 

Q. Do you agree that Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustment serves to introduce 255 

conservatism into the calculation of the collection lag? 256 

A. No.   Based upon Mr. Brosch’s explanation of ComEd’s adjustment, I understand that the 257 

grace period adjustment was made to the “youngest aging categories” because residential 258 

customers have 21 days before their unpaid utility bills are considered delinquent.  According to 259 

Mr. Brosch, ComEd made the adjustment to “introduce conservatism” into the study.  I believe 260 

such an adjustment diminishes the validity of the collections lag calculation.  A lead-lag study is 261 

performed to assess the elapsed time between when a service is provided and payment is 262 

received for such service.  Arbitrarily modifying the lead-lag analysis undermines the 263 

creditability of the study.   I will acknowledge that ComEd’s adjustment to reflect grace periods 264 

reduces the collection lag.  I will not agree, however, that the adjustment improves the accuracy 265 

of the collection lag.  I would also note that even after ComEd made the grace period adjustment 266 

that its collection lag remained higher than AIC’s proposed collection lag. 267 

Q. Has Mr. Brosch mischaracterized the Company’s use of midpoints used in the aged 268 

accounts receivable analysis? 269 

A. Yes.  The midpoint methodology does not assume that all payments are remitted on 270 

precisely the same day as Mr. Brosch contends.  On page 24 of Mr. Brosch’s testimony in 271 

Docket 12-0001 (Exhibit 1.5 in this case) testimony beginning at line 544 he states: 272 

For example, every one of the thousands of residential customer accounts with 273 
balances ages that aged from 0 to 30 days old were arbitrarily assumed to be 274 
remitted precisely on day 15; while accounts ranging from 31 to 60 days old 275 
were assumed to be remitted precisely at the midpoint of this period, on day 276 
45, and all residential customer accounts with balances 61 to 90 days old are 277 
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assumed to be fully paid to AIC precisely on day 75, which is again the 278 
mathematical midpoint of the period.  For all customer account balances more 279 
than 90 days old, a statistically impossible average of 90 days was assumed by 280 
Mr. Heintz in place of an alternative midpoint assumption. 281 

The midpoint methodology, however, actually presumes that payments occur ratably over 282 

the course of a month.  In other words, as many customers are expected to pay their utility bill 283 

before the midpoint of the period as will after the midpoint of the period.  The midpoint does not 284 

assume that all customers pay their bills on exactly the same day. 285 

Q. Do you share Mr. Brosch’s concern regarding the use of midpoint remittance 286 

assumptions applied to aging intervals? 287 

A. No.  Mr. Brosch contends AIC’s application of midpoint remittance assumptions to aged 288 

accounts receivable intervals is “flawed” and reliant on “very crude assumptions.”  (AG/AARP 289 

Ex. 1.5, p. 23, ll. 534, 536.)  Other major utilities in Illinois use similar, if not identical, aging 290 

intervals and AIC’s methodology of using aging intervals is the standard methodology used by 291 

Illinois utilities.  Thus, there is ample support for AIC’s CWC calculation in this proceeding.  292 

Moreover, although Mr. Brosch faults the Commission for its alleged “repeated acceptance of . . 293 

. utilities’ unsubstantiated assumptions about when customers’ payments are received” (Id., p. 294 

23, ll. 520-21), he has not justified his recommended departure from the long-standing 295 

Commission practice (which he acknowledges (Id., p. 23)).  To characterize that practice as 296 

“flawed” and “crude” as Mr. Brosch does, is to characterize the Commission’s previous 297 

decisions in the same light. 298 
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Q. Do you have any other comments regarding Mr. Brosch’s criticism of the 299 

Company’s methodology in this regard? 300 

A. Yes.  I would simply point out that, in ComEd’s formula rate proceeding, Docket No. 11-301 

0721, Mr. Bosch recommended that ComEd adjust for uncollectibles in its determination of the 302 

collection lag and cited AIC’s methodology as a model approach.  Specifically, in response to 303 

the question: “Does another major Illinois electric utility calculate its revenue collection lag 304 

using an accounts receivable aging intervals approach, with an adjustment as you propose?” he 305 

testified: “Yes. . . . A review of Ameren’s workpapers that calculate its collection lag reveal 306 

utilization of the same approach I have recommended in this ComEd proceeding.”  (Docket No. 307 

11-0721, AG/AARP Ex. 3.0, pp. 23-25, ll. 501-13.)  Notably, in that proceeding, Mr. Brosch 308 

remained silent regarding the midpoint remittance assumptions employed by AIC which he now 309 

criticizes. 310 

Q. Is the Company’s collections lag a conservative calculation? 311 

A. Yes. The Company collection lag is conservatively calculated by using a 90-day midpoint 312 

for the 90+ days grouping of receivables.   313 

Q. Please elaborate. 314 

A. The collection lag was determined based upon the Company’s actual aged accounts 315 

receivable for each of the 52 weeks of the test year.  The accounts receivable balances are aged 316 

by “Current”, “30-60 days”, “60-90 days”, and over 90 days.  For each of first three buckets of 317 

receivables, a midpoint is used in the calculation.  Since the 90+ days bucket does not cover a 318 

specific number of days, the beginning numbers of days (i.e., 90 days) was used in lieu of a 319 

midpoint.  Therefore, regardless of the number of days that the receivables in the 90+ bucket 320 

were outstanding, they were treated as if the receivables were outstanding for only 90 days. 321 
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Q. Mr. Brosch further argues that AIC’s collection lag is overstated because the 322 

collections lag analysis includes accounts receivable amounts over 365 days old and 323 

amounts related to inactive accounts.  How do you respond? 324 

A. While these older receivables and inactive accounts are in the Company’s aged 325 

receivables analysis, as I previously discussed, the amounts would be treated only as if they are 326 

only 90 days past due. 327 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Brosch’s recommendation that the Company be required to 328 

undertake additional studies before any future CWC amounts are included in rate base? 329 

A. No.  The methodology utilized by the Company to calculate the collection lag has been 330 

adopted by the Commission in numerous rate proceedings. Mr. Brosch has offered no valid 331 

reason for discarding the Commission-accepted methodology and incurring the expense required 332 

to collect the data and perform the analysis.  333 

Q. What are Mr. Brosch’s specific proposals? 334 

A. Mr. Brosch specifically proposes that the Company, in future rate proceedings, should be 335 

required to calculate the collections lag based upon what he deems to be generally accepted 336 

methods: 1) a study of the timing of customers’ actual remittances; or 2) daily accounts 337 

receivable turnover.   338 

Q. What is your response to these specific proposals? 339 

A. I disagree with the use of the customer remittance analysis to calculate the collections 340 

lag.  As the name implies, the customer remittance analysis examines the timing of actual 341 

payments made by customers.  While on its face, the analysis would seem reasonable, it would 342 

exclude any customer bills that have not been paid.  Therefore, the analysis is biased towards 343 
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customers that pay their bills on time and ignores (or penalizes the Company for) those 344 

customers which have outstanding balances.  With respect to the daily accounts receivable 345 

turnover analysis, I don’t believe use of that analysis would produce any superior result so as to 346 

justify the time and expense to develop the data needed to perform the study. 347 

Q. Mr. Brosch claims that the study methodologies he proposes are “preferred and 348 

most accurate” approaches to quantifying CWC.  (AG/AARP Ex. 1.5, p. 23, ll. 515-16.)  Do 349 

you agree? 350 

A. No.  Despite Mr. Brosch’s claims to the contrary, state regulatory jurisdictions have 351 

employed a number of different methodologies to calculate companies’ CWC requirements.  As 352 

such, I am not aware of a “preferred and most accurate” approach, as suggested by Mr. Brosch. 353 

Q. Mr. Brosch contends that, until the Company is required to undertake a systematic 354 

study of actual remittances, its lead/lag study is “hopelessly inaccurate.”  (AG/AARP, Ex. 355 

1.5, p. 28, l. 641.)  How do you respond? 356 

A. Simply stated, Mr. Brosch is wrong.  AIC’s collection lag is calculated based upon actual 357 

accounts receivable data for the test year.  The calculation produces a conservative result given 358 

the treatment of the 90+ days of receivables and the exclusion from the receivables associated 359 

with potential uncollectibles.  The resulting collection lag is in line with those approved for other 360 

Illinois utilities. 361 

Q. How does AIC’s proposed collection lag in this proceeding compare to that of other 362 

major utilities in Illinois? 363 

A. AIC has proposed a collection lag of 30.67 days in this proceeding.  The Commission has 364 

previously approved collection lags for Nicor of 33.76 days; Peoples Gas Light and Coke of 365 
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32.72 days; North Shore Gas Company of 23.24 days; MidAmerican Energy Company of 25.68 366 

days; and ComEd of 32.34.   Thus, AIC’s collection lag compares favorably to other utilities. 367 

Q. What is your conclusion regarding Mr. Brosch’s proposals regarding collection lag? 368 

A. I conclude his proposals should be rejected.  AIC has used a methodology repeatedly 369 

sanctioned by the Commission and similar to that employed by other major Illinois utilities.  370 

Moreover, as stated, Mr. Brosch has not presented any compelling basis for the additional study 371 

(and resultant cost) he recommends.  His proposals should be rejected. 372 

Q. Does Mr. Brosch recommend that pass-through taxes be assigned a revenue lag of 373 

zero days? 374 

A. Yes, he does. 375 

Q. What support does Mr. Brosch provide for his position? 376 

A. None.  At page 26 of Mr. Brosch’s direct testimony in Docket 12-0001, he states his 377 

position in four lines and does not mention the issue again. 378 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Brosch’s position regarding the revenue lag for pass-379 

through taxes? 380 

A. I disagree with Mr. Brosch’s recommendation for the reasons I discussed above in 381 

response to Mr. Kahle.  Mr. Brosch has provided no analysis or support for his position that was 382 

not addressed in my response above to Mr. Kahle.  Further, in addition to EAC and MUT, Mr. 383 

Brosch applies the zero revenue lag days to Gross Receipts Taxes (“GRT”), which is not even a 384 

pass-through tax.   385 
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Q. Is it appropriate to adjust the revenue lag applied to pass-through taxes as proposed 386 

by Mr. Brosch? 387 

A. No.  The Company has one revenue source by which the it collects the funds associated 388 

with the pass-through taxes (and the GRT) and that is the customers’ payment of the monthly 389 

utility bill.  Customers make one payment of their bills.  They do not remit the portion of the bill 390 

associated with pass-through taxes at an earlier time, as suggested by Mr. Brosch’s proposed 391 

adjustment.  Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustment to the treatment of pass-through taxes in this 392 

proceeding are unsupported and should be rejected. 393 

Q. Does Mr. Brosch propose to set the revenue lag and expense lead for income tax 394 

expense to zero days? 395 

A. Yes, he does. 396 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustment? 397 

A. No. 398 

Q. Please explain. 399 

A. The Company has a long-standing practice of employing statutory tax rates and payment 400 

dates when calculating its income tax expense for revenue requirement purposes.  As such, the 401 

Company does not distinguish between current and deferred tax expense.  Nor does the 402 

Company include permanent tax differences in its income tax expense calculation.  Such 403 

distinctions should not be made in the CWC calculation either.  404 
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Q. Does Mr. Brosch agree with the use of statutory tax rates and payment dates for 405 

revenue requirement purposes? 406 

A. Yes3. 407 

Q. Given that the Company uses statutory tax rates and payment dates for the 408 

calculation of its income tax expense for ratemaking purposes, is Mr. Brosch’s proposed 409 

adjustment appropriate? 410 

A. No.  The differentiation between current and deferred income tax expenses can swing 411 

between rate cases, reflecting then current tax laws.  The use of statutory tax rates and payment 412 

dates maintains a consistent treatment of income tax expense for ratemaking purposes and avoids 413 

such swings in balances.  Both the Commission and Staff have accepted the Company’s 414 

calculation of income tax expense based upon the statutory tax rates and payment dates in prior 415 

rate proceedings.  As such, Mr. Brosch’s proposed adjustment to reflect zero days for the 416 

revenue lag and expense lead associated with income tax expense should be rejected. 417 

IV. CONCLUSION 418 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 419 

A. Yes, it does. 420 

                                                           
3Docket 12-0001,  Response to AIC-AG/AARP 2.15. 
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